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To bring our company to life, we need a 
common language, both visual and verbal. 

These guidelines outline our brand elements 
and brand voice, with examples of how to 
bring Pam to life in different environments. 
 
Please refer to these guidelines whenever 
you’re communicating about Pam.



Pam is a cloud-based platform for managing signs 
to create smarter spaces for people. Education, 
healthcare and transport facilities globally use Pam 
to create spaces that are easy to navigate and fun to 
explore.

Presenting a cohesive brand will help our 
customers understand Pam and our brand promise, 
‘Wayfinding made simple’. 
 
These guidelines provide direction in applying the 
brand so all our marketing communications are 
distinctly Pam. 

Introduction
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1. Brand elements



1.1 Brand elements
Brandmark

Pam’s logo helps our customers understand who we are 

and what we do. 

Built on a stylised arrowhead, the Pam brandmark  

references navigation in both physical and digital spaces.  

 

Custom lettering provides a look-and-feel exclusive  

to Pam. The brandmark must not be stretched or modified 

in any way.

The word ‘wayfinding’ should always be associated with 

the brandmark. It can either be supported by the website 

URL, pamwayfinding.com, or accompanied by our tagline 

‘Wayfinding made simple’.
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1.2 Brand elements
Brandmark & Icon

Pam brandmark should only appear in black or white.

Suitable background colours must be considered for 

optimum contrast and brand consistency.
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Brandmark - Positive

Brandmark - Negative

Icon - Positive

Icon - Negative



Clear space

Surrounding the brandmark is a specified 

area of clear space determined by twice the 

width of the icon. No visual elements or text 

are permitted within this area.

Minimum size

The minimum size of the Pam brandmark  

is 20mm / 45px in width. It must not be 

reproduced any smaller than this.
20 mm / 45 px

1.3 Brand elements
Clear space and 
minimum size
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1.4 Brand elements 
Sub-brands & products

Pam Pilot  

Pam Pro 

Pam Campus

LOREM
AUD ITSub-brands

Consistent typography identifies Pam sub-brands.

Pam versions

Pam products can be referenced using standalone 

sentence case typography, typeset in Linotype  

Univers Basic Medium.
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Both brandmarks should have equal weighting 

and space, the grid here should be used as a 

guide for partner logo proportions.

Partner brandmarks should always be the same 

colour as the the Pam brandmark, black or white.

They should not exceed the height of the Pam 

logo, but their width can vary - both brandmarks 

must remain visually equal. 

In the case of multiple partner brands, simply 

repeat the grid as many times as necessary.

1.5 Brand elements
Co-branding
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The Pam icon features an 22º angled ‘slice’. 

This treatment can be used to display photography  

or patterns.

Example Layouts

1.6 Brand elements 
Graphic device
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C 75 M 68 Y 65 K 87

Pantone Black 6 C

C 0 M 0 Y 0 K 0

Pantone Pantone 7480 C
C 69 M 0 Y 72 K 0

Pam Black

Pam Black Medium

Pam Black Light

Pam White Pam Green

R 13 G 12 B 15

30%

10%

R 255 G 255 B 255 R 15 G 207 B 124

#0d0c0f #ffffff #0fcf7c

Primary palette

This palette is to be used across all brand elements (print 

and digital)

– Pam Black / White: Copy and background colours

– Pam Black Medium / Light : Copy, secondary information  

eg. subheadings

– Pam Green: URL, diagrams and CTAs

Secondary palette

These colours can be used within Pam’s 

interface, or in representations of Pam such  

as diagrams, legends, etc.

1.7 Brand elements 
Colour palette

Pending

Neutral  / Pam Black Pending Issues

Approved Installed / Pam Green

Stroke: R 13 G 12 B 15

R 13 G 12 B 15 R 236 G 185 B 52 R 244 G 75 B 51

R 126 G 199 B 243 R 15 G 207 B 124

Stroke: 0d0c0f

#0d0c0f #ecb933 #f44b33

#7ec6f2 #0fcf7c
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1.7 Brand elements 
Diagrams

Diagrams feature clean, consistent stroke weight, 

with linework iconography. The Pam icon is utilised 

where appropriate in specific situations where it 

will add value.
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Linotype Univers Basic

The typeface Univers is one of the greatest 

typographic achievements of the second half  

of the 20th century. It has the advantage of having 

a variety of weights which even combined give an 

impression of steadiness and homogeneity. 

The clear, objective forms of Univers make this a 

legible typeface suitable for almost any typographic 

need - including web and print applications.

Linotype Univers Basic has the most extensive range 

of weights, but other versions can be used such  

as Univers (Linotype), Univers (Adobe).

Arial

Use Arial for cases where only default/system 

typefaces are available.

Linotype 
Univers Basic

1.8 Brand elements 
Typeface

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890?!@#$%^&*()_+
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The quick brown fox jumps over  
the lazy dog.

Nice to meet you

Big body copy 
Linotype Univers Basic Light

Headlines 

Linotype Univers Basic Thin

Imporesequi digentisqui volut magnisam 
ad que pre volum qui cum alibusto torde 
magnisqui illabor itatecabore volore mollo 
estiande sequis mint aut explit volo.

Imporesequi digentisqui volut magnisam 
ad que pre volum qui cum alibusto torde 
magnisqui illabor itatecabore volore 
mollo estiande sequis mint aut explit.

Sub-headings - Sections 

Linotype Univers Basic Bold

Small body copy 

Linotype Univers Basic Regular

General note 

The leading should be 140% of the point size. 

e.g. Font 10pt / Leading 14pt. 

The tracking should be standard/default.

Hi, I’m Pam

1.9 Brand elements 
Typeface hierarchy
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1.10 Brand elements
Photography

Aerial shots

Pam photography offers an aerial perspective.  

Subject matter can range from the built environment 

(referencing locations where Pam may be implemented) 

to human interactions (showing Pam in context).
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1.11 Brand elements
Patterns

Primary pattern

The multi-directional, multi-faceted nature  

of Pam is illustrated through the icon pattern.  

This should be used with discretion where  

appropriate across collateral applications.
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1.11 Brand elements 
Patterns

Secondary patterns

Supporting graphic elements include mapping  

devices, blueprints and digital infrastructure  

diagrams. These must be clear, simple and  

linear; supporting Pam’s key messaging without  

distracting detail.

- On black background: apply in white, opacity 30%

- On white background: apply in black, opacity 30%

- Do not combine with diagrams/graphs
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2. Tone of voice



z

To familiarize our audience with who we are and 

what we do, we need to give Pam context. 

The word ‘wayfinding’ should always be associated  

with the brandmark if it appears on a brochure or  

website. It can either be supported by the website  

URL pamwayfinding.com or the tagline ‘Wayfind-

ing made simple’.

Always use lowercase for the URL.

2.1 Tone of voice 
Key messages
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Promise 

Wayfinding made simple

Call to action

Find where you need to be

URL 

pamwayfinding.com



2.2 Tone of voice 
Story

Hi, meet Pam. 

No more ugly spreadsheets and lost emails.  

Pam does it all.

Catch a demo of our five favourite features.

Track every sign you’ve ever installed with Pam. 

Not sure? Request a quote.

We need to tell our story in an interesting, 

memorable way. We do this by giving Pam  

a ‘voice’ that’s friendly and approachable. 

Typeface case

When ‘Pam’ is used in copy, always use title  

case: ‘Pam’.
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2.3 Tone of voice 
Personality

Genuine 
Write how you would speak. Pam’s voice is conversational, sharp and engaging  

– it conveys practical information, without sounding too technical. 

Concise  

Pam is extremely efficient. She’s straight-to-the-point. She keeps it simple.  

She avoids jargon. So should you. 

Benefit driven
Pam sees the big picture. Instead of listing product benefits and features,  

Pam links them to their outcome or promise. Like this: “Pam is a cloud-based  

platform for managing signs to create smarter spaces for people.” 

Or this: “Once a sign is added to a floor plan, it is captured forever in Pam.  

Now everyone can contribute.”  

By thinking of Pam as the voice or persona who 

stands behind our brand, we can explain our 

software in a more compelling way. 
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1. Stay clear and consise

Long sentences and unwieldy paragraphs are not Pam’s style. 

2. Engage 

Use engaging headlines to draw people in. 

3. You/your 

Pam’s favorite point of view is second person (you, your), which is more personal  

and persuasive – perfect for sales & marketing communications. 

“Pam is an all-in-one sign management application for audit, planning, installation  

and maintenance. Maintain signs from your desktop. Add rate cards for a single  

or multiple vendors, so you can scale projects up or down quickly”

4. No gender

Pam sounds female in voiceovers, but you should generally avoid feminine personal 

pronouns (“she”, “her”). 

2.4 Tone of voice 
Rules

You’ll need to use your common sense when using 

Pam’s voice, tailoring it for your audience.
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5. US spelling  

Pam is Australian but prefers US spelling.

6. Internal / External

We can have the most fun with Pam’s voice when communicating internally or  

one-on-one, like this: “No one loves floor plans more than Pam  – join us for a free demo.”

When writing for our knowledge bank or help desk, Pam’s voice should be conversational  

yet functional. Like this: “Head over to the Projects page. At the bottom of the screen,  

click the arrow and drag. Click ‘Save to dictionary’, and you’re done.”

7. Don’t overdo it

Please use Pam’s voice responsibly. This is too much Pam:  

“Pam can track every dollar spent on signs. Pam can upload photos of completed  

works for approval. Pam even tracks the rate of signage installation to keep on top  

of timelines. Faculty heads can compare actual and planned versions of each sign, 

all thanks to Pam.”

2.4 Tone of voice 
Rules
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Confirmation eDMs

Thanks for contacting us. We just sent you a confirmation email - can you check you got 

it? If it didn’t arrive, have a look in your SPam folder.

Email correspondence 

Shame you couldn’t join our live demo. No matter. Check out our last pre-recorded demo, 

which runs through our favourite five features. 

Once you’ve watched the demo, you may have some questions about how Pam can help 

with a specific wayfinding project or tender. Ask away - I’m here to help.

Sales presentations 

Today’s presentation is in two parts. We’ll explore a few of Pam’s personality traits - what 

she can and cannot do. About 10 minutes. Then we’ll move into the demo of our favourite 

five features and you can meet Pam. 

Any questions before we start? Okay let’s get going.

2.5 Tone of voice 
Direct marketing
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3. Applications
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3.1 Applications
Marketing responsive website
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pamwayfinding.com

3.2 Applications
Stationery

pamwayfinding.com

Pam  
Sample

Director 
+61 2 0000 0000 
+61 200 000 000 
sample@pamwayfinding.com

pamwayfinding.com
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If you have any questions or require permissions, 

please get in touch with Pam’s marketing team.

 

+61 2 9232 2101

 
       pamwayfinding.com

Get in touch


